Span 378: Spanish Teaching Methods 2
Oral Presentation Assignment
This assignment helps to advance the following program learning objectives:
Language Competence: Students will speak, listen, read, and write Spanish at the ACTFL
advanced level or higher
Cultural Competence: Students will identify cultural practices and works of literature from the
Hispanic world, place them in their historical political contexts, and interpret the unique
perspectives on human experience that they reveal.
Purpose:

The purpose of this assignment is to help you develop the 21st century skills of
Communication, Collaboration, Social & Cross-Cultural Skills. This assignment
gives you an opportunity to formally present your research about the cultural
background of an authentic text.

Scope:

For this Oral Presentation Assignment, you and your Pinterest group (of 4 or 5
students) will collectively present your group pin board, a digital “curiosity
cabinet” to your fellow students in the class. Given time limitations, each
member of the group should select one (1) pin to present. Your oral presentation
should include the following information:
1) Describe the artifact you have included on your pin board.
2) Discuss how the artifact relates to the story.
3) Discuss how the artifact relates to other artifacts on the pin board.
4) Discuss any challenges you encountered in documenting the artifact and
how you addressed those challenges.

Style:

You should make your presentation using a formal register of spoken Spanish
and avoid slang and colloquialisms.

Audience:

The audience for this assignment is your fellow students and me.
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Rubric for the Oral Presentation Assignment
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